
Moiz Babinwale
An ERROR is not a wrong code, it's a SOLUTION to NEW CODE.

Nori chowk civil line
Gondia, ST 441601
+919022124398
mbabinwale@gmail.com

PROJECTS & WORK EXPERIENCE

Stack overflow clone—MERN Stack/Full stack project
● Developed and launched a high-performing Full Stack website clone

of Stack Overflow, utilizing React, Node.js, andMongoDB, resulting
in a seamless user experience and increased engagement by 40%.

● Implemented OPP concepts to design and develop scalable software
solutions, resulting in improved code maintainability.

Link:-https://stackoverflowclone-moizbabinwale.vercel.app

Drowsiness Detection - Python Project using DLIB

● Improved the accuracy of the facial recognition model in {Software}
by fine-tuning algorithms and integrating machine learning
techniques, resulting in a 30% reduction in accidents.

Fraud App Detection website

● Designed and implemented the user-friendly web interface using
React.js, ensuring optimal user experience on various devices.

● Developed the backend functionality using Java Spring Boot to process
and analyze user reviews and app ratings.

● Achieved a [specific outcome or metric, e.g., 95% accuracy in identifying
fraudulent apps] through continuous refinement and optimization.

GitLink:-https://github.com/MoizBabinwale/FraudApp_SentimentAnalysi
sdetection

SKILLS

● Developed quality software and web application using
Python-3.9.0(Basics)

● Analyze andmaintain existing software application in Visual-studio
● Design highly scalable and testable code

● Developed interactive web applications using the MERN (MongoDB,
Express.js, React, Node.js) stack, optimizing user experiences and
achieving a 30% reduction in page load times

● Fluent work in C++, Javascript,HTML MS O�ce and other
productivity tools and Tally -9.0.

Github : https://github.com/MoizBabinwale

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/moiz-babinwale-its515253/

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Engineering (B.E.) in
Computer Science and Engineering
(C.S.E.)
Jhulelal Institute of Technology, Nagpur
Year 2019 - 2023
Cumulative GPA: 7.5/10.0

Higher Secondary Certificate (HSC)
& Secondary School Certificate
(SSC)
Progressive English High School, Gondia
Year: 2017-2019
Percentage[HSC]: 69%
Percentage[SSC]: 79%

INTERNSHIP

Front-end Development Intern
(ReactJS)
Pranam Creative Solution, Nagpur
Duration: 6 months
Description: Worked on various
front-end development projects using
ReactJS, gaining hands-on experience
in building interactive web applications
and enhancing my skills in web
development

OTHER
● Strategically approach tasks and

projects to maximize e�ciency and
achieve targeted goals.

● Exhibit unwavering commitment and
dedication to projects and tasks,
consistently meeting deadlines and
exceeding expectations, ensuring project
success.
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